Wedge filter effects on dosimetric parameters of a linear accelerator.
The open-field and wedged-field output factors as a function of field size for two linear accelerators were measured. Wedge factors were determined by taking the ratio of the outputs with and without the wedge filter. For one linear accelerator, the difference in the output factors between the wedged field and open field can be as large as 5%. The wedge factor for this linear accelerator also varies with the field size. On the other hand, the other linear accelerator shows smaller variation of output factors between wedge field and open field. The variation of wedge factor is less than 1% for a 60 degree wedge. In addition to modifying the isodose distributions, the wedge filter also changes the percent depth dose curves, the output factor, and the wedge factor. The degree of wedge effects on these dosimetric parameters is different for different linear accelerator.